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us.Q: calculating number of combinations from a list of data In my program i want to calculate the
no. of combination of an item list which is a list of several parameters. eg, if my list is "3,7,8" then no
of combinations will be 3*7*8. So, the no of combinations is the product of all the items in the list. I
want to iterate over the list and want to have an output with each combination and the count of each
combination. eg, for combo in zip(('3,7,8', '4,6,7', '5,6,8'), range(1,4)): print(count(combo)) This will
give me all the combinations 3*7*8, 4*6*7, and 5*6*8. But i am struggling to figure out how to
iterate over the list of data and calculate the count of each combination. This is what i have been
doing. import itertools counts = [] for i in range(1,4): for j in range(1,len(list)): counts.append(i*j)
This gives me a list of all the combinations and how many of each combination. But I am not getting
the number of each combination. Is there any other way to do it? A: This should work (for the
combinations you provided): from itertools import combinations combinations(list("3,7,8"), 3) or
from itertools import combinations combinations(list("3,7,8"), 3) You could do it in a one-liner like
this: from itertools import combinations a, b, c = [1,2,3] print([[list(c)]*len(a) for c in
combinations(list("3,7,8"), 3)]) class AddUserDetail
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